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Satanic Lives Matter is a family friendly Satanic community that 

allows users to upload content such as photos , videos and gif’s that 

they have wish to share on their personal profile page and in the 

Video page. I would like everybody to feel welcome and comfortable 

while using this platform. To strengthen our community we ask that 

you follow these guidelines to ensure that everyone feels welcome 

and safe while using this website.

Lets keep a family friendly satanic environment among everyone 

within our community.

Be respectful to one another’s opinions and beliefs.

Encourage and help other community members, especially new 

users.

Please reach out to a website admin if you are experiencing issues 

with another user(s) - slivesmatter@mail.com. 

Prohibited Content

Content (including photos , videos and gif’s of derogatory and 



sexually explicit content) is prohibited!

Illegal activities in photos ,videos and gif’s or verbally described in 

comments is not prohibited.

Sexually explicit content or comments involving minors will not be 

allowed, any inappropriate Images or videos of minors will be 

reported to your local authorities. Any behavior of such including 

a visual transcript of your user activities will be provided to your 

local and federal law enforcement agencies.

Any pornographic photos ,videos or gif’s that contains nudity is 

prohibited.* Exceptions are given for satanic ritualistic images on 

a case by case basis.*

Threatening, harassing, falsely advertising, or encouraging  

others to do any of the prior.

Impersonating or extortion of someone in a misleading or deceptive 

manner.

Is posting personal information of others without other’s consent.

Spam or using unsolicited commercial messages (such as e-mails, 

text messages, or Internet postings) sent to a large number of 

recipients or posted in a large number of places. 

Uploaded photos or videos displaying self harm is not allowed.

Hate speech in the form of comments, photos, videos and gif’s that 



directly attacks a person or group on the basis of race, ethnicity, 

national origin, religion, disability, disease, age, sexual 

orientation, gender, or gender identity is not allowed.

Harassment of other members in the community is not allowed.

Violating Satanic Lives Matter Community Guidelines, Terms 

of Use, Privacy Policy, Data Collection and Copy Right 

Policy is grounds for  permanent deletion of your account 

and membership across multi-platforms such as Instagram, 

YouTube and Twitter related to Satanic Lives Matter.

     Prohibited Behavior

    The following behaviors are prohibited on sataniclivesmatter.com

Impersonating and extortion of someone in a misleading or 

deceptive manner for any purpose.

Posting or linking information that is deceptive, fraudulent, 

threatening, libelous, and harassing.

Facilitating, encouraging, offering, or soliciting sexual content.

Anything that interferes with the normal use of 

sataniclivesmatter.com.

Creating multiple accounts to evade punishment or avoid 

restrictions.

Abusing the infrastructure resources and membership system of 



sataniclivesmatter.com.

Sexually explicit content or comments involving minors will not be 

allowed, your local authorities will be contacted and notified of 

you behavior including a visual transcript of your user activities 

provided to your local and federal law enforcement agencies.

Username Recycle Policy

Usernames on sataniclivesmatter.com are provided on a “first come 

first served” basis. This means that if a username is available, the 

first person to register that username will have it.

Your user privileges may be changed or account may be suspended 

without notice if:

Specific trademarks are violated.

Impersonation of another user / brand.

Harassment of any kind , self harm and endangerment of minors.

Contains profanity, hate speech, nudity or racial slurs.

Inactive accounts for 24 months on sataniclivesmatter.com.

Or anything that sataniclivesmatter.com admin(s) deems as fit to be 

grounds for blocked or deletion of your user account.


